
J PiU ye ~ yyevereu We 

Dear Mr, Shea, re JFK/field office records 5/14/81 

Based on your review, sanctified over the signature of the Associate Attorney General, 

and the additional assurances of the Department, presented also to the Court by Daniel 

Metealfe of the Civil Division, I was led to believe that certain records were to be 
provided within a specified period of time, at a specified rate of production, with the 

processing requiting more time because the FRE was so determoned to provide the best of 

possible procesaing, to be done by the best of ite fine FOIA agents. 

But based on extensivex pPivious experience, I also imew that it would be quite 
unusual for the FLL to do what it agreed te de and to keep its om tine schedule, I wrote 

you about this and other non-cempliances and you told me to take it up with the 81.1 did, 

with copies to you, and with the prediction that the unchanged FEI would be umchanged and 

unfesponsive. You also have been totally non-responsive. 

Under Be iScs rouastances you have made youself part o: the Ful's deceptivenoss and 

a cover for itmhon~compliances. 

The FBI's failure to keep ite quige modest production schedules in so old a case and 

with records so obviously pertinent is now even wore serous for me because I have just 

returned fron thé hospital and additional ‘emergency arterial surgery. It can't even produce 
200 page a weck even when those pages are of newspaper clipsimgs, which are most of some 

of the récent malliggs. 

Wyile the FHI's long-standing canyaign to “stop” me and ay vork, its word, directly 

quoted, provides ample motive for its continuing “ointelproing of my JFK and King assassi- 
nation informetion requests, vith BBM vecand to the improperly withheld records it now is 

dxibbling out other motive is quite apparent - to deter embarrassment to the FEI. this also 

Gan explain continued withholdings of xisting, pestinent records. 

The mest recent of these records was sent to me under date of May & 4s usual it holds 
the essentially meaningless assurance that the processing was “coordinated” with you, a 

Matter I have raised with you end avout which you have insisted on nonresponsiveness. I 

continue to find it impossible to belicge that the FHI's persisting usc of an BEX 

exemption you have testified is inapsropriate was “coordinated” with vou or has your Ox. 

These records arc net dated, se required by the workshost form and the Jeyartment's 

agreement. The Hay & letter states it forwards 120 pages, not an impressite preduction 

rate, particularly not when most is clippiggs. The ogly apparent veason for refusius to 

date the worksheets it to mask the deliberateness of the FEL's lying to the Court, ay 

counsel and me and perhaps its own counsel. 

Inciuaits in these 120 pages is an undescribed voluned consisting largely of SA's 

nofes, somewhat strangely with 1977 notes serialized after those of 1978 and 1979. It 

is not likely that the Dallas SAs dia not begin to keep notes of their JFK assassination 

inquiries for 44 yearad Obviously, the earlier netes are or considerable importance.



these incompletely provided notes include several subjects that are and have been 

embarrassing to the ll. One is the existence of assassination pictures about which the 

FEE lied - and the use is not accidental ~ as well aa failed, the other deals with another 

of its many failures when it investigated the assassinuation of the President. 

i have some responsibility for the first becoming public iniowledge. I obtained the 

records Sat led te the truth in thia litigation and made copies available to others. I 

have a number of pert.nent appeals on which you have failed to act. 

Charles Zronson took notion and still picture of the assassination and the building 
from which the P81 claims that Vewald alone fired all tie shofte. The SA sont the Sif e 
nemo in which he etated that the film wes valueless because £4 didn't even show the builbding. 

This is a lange lie, beaed on which the FB avoided that film aad didn’ even intorm FALEQ 
or the darven Comaission of its existu:ce. The FRI le supposedly having mm analysis of tis 

film made, at the request of the defunct HSCA. Supposedly for several years RoW, wi chout 

it having happened, 

The SA's name is withhled, ostensibly to assure privacy for the BA who is dealing 

quite openiy with the critica in this matter. His name is Udo Specht. le also apresrs to 

Serve a public relations fiction in Dallas, not consistent with any privacy clain. 

fhe other asd net unrelated uatter pertains to the zecorcing of the Dallas police 

broaicaste, now sald to hold proof of shooting in afditjon to whet the FBI accounted for. 

43 these notes reflect, the #3) had possession of the recerdings pecauss, as ny first 

(1965) book states, the FAI trenacribed then for the Commission. Clearly the FBI did not 
examine inte and report on the pariinent five minutes of soceried caterial. 

fhe published ditergretation of the ronson film is that it shows objects in motion 

in the very windew in which the PRL claims Jawald alone was present, suggesting, at the 

least, another shooter, which is the HSCA's interpretation of the police broadcast recording. 

The records now provided are far from couplete. They aleo awSt ve all tho notes, 

because ~ know of other interviews and confersnces Specht had and are not reflected in 

what is provided. There also should be information other than notes, records of vhich I 

kmow, including but not Limited to from Washington. 

During Ske course of stonewalling this matter for several years the FEL accumulated 
other records still withheld. 

Under date of 4/10/81 the FBI sent me what the worksheets describe as “Ruby'y PUI 
file," not an original FEI file description. No other identification is provided. ‘there 

is a non-secretf/number for this file. Moreove’, with EER pend and the fact knewn, what 

honest and reasonable puxpose is erved by the withholding? Yhis fiked, as provided, does 

not inelnde a single one of the contact forms the BA is required to have filled out after 

each one of his admitted contacts with Ruby.



There appear to be other glaring omiasions. 

While I was haspitalized I reeeived a few New Urleans recoris. These reflect a 

deliberately inadwquate search and refer to records not provided in this case or under 

my PA vequests, which inelude FELHG and all field offices, 

89-69-4715 states that shen the recomis were shipped to PSIHM there was a serial 

inventory sheet at the beginning of each vojume. I do not recall that theme were provided. 

it says thet "All indexed referemnces to ali know individuals involved in or referred 

to in the investigation of the assassination of President “ennedy were searched through 
search slips." Thwse search slips are not provided and the information identified through 

these searches remains withheld. (The reqjest required this and the same procedure for 
those Haniel 4 he Satan meters O6 Ge lation X hewyfronited you with conten xf 
several lists of those names, from the * epartment and the FRIi's files, However, all such 

recogds were not provided, nor was I asked for any explanation of the requests Instead 

the FRI, knowing better, limited itself te Garrison ani Clay Shaw and David Ferrie and, 

with regard to all three, still éid not comply. See Serial 4725, also enclosed.) 
You will recall that I identified several Jim Garrison files to you in my appeals 

and provided you with their mumbers, This reodrd reflects the shipsing of two Garrison 

files to HQ and BE tell you that thereafter FRIHQ withheld these pertinent records, 

among the other withheld and pertinent records are the files on the critica. 

Contwary to the above-quoted New “rleanslanguage of 9/30/76, after a phone 231 from 
FBIHQ New “rleans resowbed to the PRI's Orwellian usages to provide FSIHQ vith a quotable 
deception to pretend there had been compliance after a good-faith search. It states in 

Serial 4725 that “If order to locate all possible files described by the subject requester, 
Gal of the following names or subjects were searched through the comprehensive indices...” 

it then lists only the President, Oswald, Ruby, Garrison, Shaw end Ferrie only. These are 

hardly ali know persous involved in the investigations and ceftainly are not all in the 

request or in the various lists of wiien I providec eapies fren the Deparinent's/FBI's files, 

This reflects deliberate non-compliance and the premeditated decisken not to comply and 
net to make a gocd@faith search. 

Serial 4729, also enclosed, refers to me and to recomds at Dalles and FATHQ, but none 
have been provided, including under my PA request. There is eference to aryl encjosed LEM, 
which is withheld, not enclosed. 

Because the FEL has, = usuadh, been totally non-responsive, I am not wasting the time 

or postage to provide it with a copy. Vou are the sp.eals afficer gi you aan do your job 

or not, a youse fit. However, if you had no intention of performing, it would have been 

much less costly to me if you had teld me when I startow providing you with hundreds of 

pages of still-ignered, WBdaiied and demmemtcd appeala, Sincerely,


